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Landing Force Control for Humanoid Robot
by Time-Domain Passivity Approach
Yong-Duk Kim, Bum-Joo Lee, Jee-Hwan Ryu, and Jong-Hwan Kim
Abstract—This paper proposes a control method to absorb the landing
force or the ground reaction force for a stable dynamic walking of a humanoid robot. Humanoid robot may become unstable during walking due
to the impulsive contact force of the sudden landing of its foot. Therefore,
a control method to decrease the landing force is required. In this paper,
time-domain passivity control approach is applied for this purpose. Ground
and the foot of the robot are modeled as two one-port network systems that
are connected, and exchange energy with each other. The time-domain
passivity controller with admittance causality is implemented, which has
the landing force as input and foot’s position to trim off the force as output. The proposed landing force controller can enhance the stability of the
walking robot from simple computation. The small-sized humanoid robot,
HanSaRam-VII that has 27 DOFs, is developed to verify the proposed
scheme through dynamic walking experiments.
Index Terms—Dynamic walking, humanoid robot, landing force control,
time-domain passivity control.

I. INTRODUCTION
A humanoid robot is a bipedal (i.e., two-legged) robot, and is expected to eventually evolve into one with a human-like body. A lot
of recent research has been focused on the development of humanoid
robot that is similar to human beings, both morphologically and functionally [1]–[4]. Current research, being conducted in collaborating operations with human beings [5], [6], has progressed far beyond studies
in walking trajectory generation [7]–[9] and online (real-time) balance
control [10]–[12] during walking. Though walking pattern is made considering the ground reaction force, because of various errors such as
errors of parts and delay of control, the ground reaction force does not
act on the robot at expected time and in expected magnitude. Therefore,
one of the essential research areas is the reduction of the landing force
or the ground reaction force that is created between the foot and the
surface during walking, and this paper aims to solve this challenge.
By far, there have been many researches to reduce landing force for
walking or running humanoid robot. According to the methods, they
can be classified into three categories:
1) Method using heuristic damping control.
2) Method using dynamic equation of a robot and its
environment.
3) Method using unique structure of feet.
Huang and Nakamura got the information about the condition of
the ground through force sensor, and modified offline pattern in real
time using heuristic method [13]. Also, Kajita et al. introduced a
method of a sort of damping control; if foot lands on the ground, it is

Fig. 1.

One-port network model.

moved up in a constant velocity [14]. Likewise, there was a research
in order to change foot’s position using several control method [15],
[16]. These are easy to implement, but they are troublesome in that
damping coefficient or PID control coefficients should be determined
manually through trial and errors.
On the other hand, there was a research to reduce landing force
using hybrid impedance control method or computed torque control
after solving the dynamic equation of robots and the environment
[17]–[19]. In this case, control parameter can be calculated mathematically. However, not only complicated dynamic equation has to be
calculated, but also sometimes control parameter should be regulated
according to the walking condition. Also, there was a research to reduce
landing force physically by using unique feet structure [20].
This paper proposes a novel method to compensate for the landing force of a humanoid robot. The method is based on time-domain
passivity approach [21]–[24], where the robot’s foot is modeled as a
one-port network system with admittance causality (the landing force
is an input and foot’s position is an output). By calculating the energy
input into the one-port network based on the landing force and the
foot position, the robot’s foot is controlled to be passive. The method
does not need a complex and special foot structure. In addition to this,
because it does not need any parameters to be tuned, effort to determine the damping coefficient is unnecessary, and also, exact control
can be accomplished. The validity of the proposed control method
is confirmed through dynamic walking experiments using the smallsized humanoid robot, HanSaRam-VII developed at RIT Laboratory,
Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST), in
2006.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
time-domain passivity is briefly reviewed. Section III describes the
modeling of robot’s foot system that consists of robot’s foot and ground
surface. In Section IV, the time-domain passivity control to compensate
for the landing force is proposed. Section V explains the real implementation of humanoid robot and presents the three experimental results
with the conventional damping control method and with and without
the proposed method for comparison. Finally, conclusions follow in
Section VI.
II. REVIEW OF THE TIME-DOMAIN PASSIVITY
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In this section, we briefly review time-domain passivity concept
before it is implemented for absorbing the landing force. First, we
define the sign convention for all forces and velocities so that their
product is positive when power enters the system port. Also, the system
is assumed to have initial stored energy at t = 0 of E(0) (Fig. 1). The
following widely well-known definition of passivity is then used.
Definition 1: The one-port network N with initial energy storage
E(0) is continuous time passive if and only if


t

f (τ )ẋ(τ ) dτ + E(0) ≥ 0

E(t) =
0

for force f and velocity ẋ.
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∀t ≥ 0

(1)
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Fig. 3. Robot’s foot system modeling. (a) Robot’s foot and ground surface.
(b) One-port network models of the robot’s foot and ground surface.

Fig. 2.

Robot configuration.

Equation (1) states that the energy supplied to a passive network
must be greater than negative E(0) for all time [25].
The sampled time-passivity concept has been proposed recently
in [26], because many of the input and output variables in control
problems can be measured by computer, and the conjugate variables
that define power flow in such a computer system are sampled time
values. The robot control system to compensate for the landing force
is assumed to take a force as an input, and computes foot’s position as
its output. Typically, this force input is measured by force sensors and
used through A–D converter in each sample time. And the computed
position output is applied to a motor controller so that motors can
follow reference position continuously.
Following variables for force and position are defined during one
sample time tk −1 ≤ t < tk for the sampled time system.
1) f (t) = F (tk ) is the force at k sample time.
2) x(tk ) and x(tk −1 ) are the position at k and k − 1 sample times,
respectively.
Then, the passivity of the sampled system can be defined as follows.
Definition 2: The one-port network N with initial energy storage
E(0) is sampled time passive if and only if
E(tk ) =

k


F (tj )(x(tj ) − x(tj −1 )) + E(0) ≥ 0

(2)

j=0

where j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , for sampled force F (tj ) and
position x(tj ).
Note that, if E(tk ) ≥ 0 for every k, the system dissipates energy,
and if E(tk ) < 0, the system generates energy at time tk .

Fig. 2 illustrates the robot’s model and coordinates, where ΣO is
the global coordinates frame. We assume that the robot’s center of
gravity (COG) is at the midpoint of the hip joints, and define it as the
origin of the body coordinate frame ΣB . The position and posture of
the robot’s foot can be described with respect to this coordinate frame.
3-D vectors pr and pl represent the position of robot’s right and left
foot, respectively, and 3 × 3 matrices Rr and Rl represent the posture
of robot’s right and left foot, respectively. The foot’s position p can be
expressed as follows:
yi

z i ],

i ∈ {r, l}.

E(k) =

k


F (j)(z(j) − z(j − 1)) + E(0)

(4)

j=0

=

k


F (j)∆z(j) + E(0)

≥0

(5)

j=0

where z is the height position of the foot in (3).
Since the ground can be considered as an intrinsically passive system, the connected system (the robot’s foot and the ground) can be
passive if the robot’s foot, the one-port network, is passive. This is
the case when the foot is physically absorbing the contact force. Once
we prove the passivity, stability of the system can also be guaranteed
because passivity is a sufficient condition of stability [21].
On the other hand, when the robot’s foot, one-port network, is active
(while the input energy is negative), the robot might be unstable. This
is the case when the robot’s foot kicks the surface, which causes a
big landing force between the foot and the ground. This force can be
a source for the unstable walking. Therefore, a control algorithm is
required for alleviating the landing force.
IV. COMPENSATION FOR THE LANDING FORCE USING TIME-DOMAIN
PASSIVITY CONTROL

III. ROBOT’S FOOT SYSTEM MODELING

pi = [xi

To implement the time-domain passivity approach, the robot’s foot
and the ground are modeled as a network system. Both systems can
be modeled as one-port network systems, which are connected to each
other. The impedance of the ground is zero when the foot is in swing
mode, and has a certain value when the foot is in contact with ground.
Fig. 3(a) and (b) shows the real and the modeled network system,
respectively. The sign convention for force and velocity is defined so
that the energy is positive when the power enters the system port of the
robot’s foot. In Fig. 3(b), the force and the velocity are positive in the
upper direction. Following Definition 2 and Fig. 3(b), and using time
index j instead of tj for notational simplicity, passivity of the robot’s
foot system can be described as

(3)

A. Control Strategy for Foot’s Landing
The biped robot periodically repeats the single-support phase and the
double-support phase during walking. When the single-support phase
is changed to double-support phase, the robot’s foot starts to contact
with ground surface. At this moment, the robot gets a big force that
can make the robot unstable. To prevent this phenomenon, the contact
phase should be inserted between swing phase and support phase.
Fig. 4 shows the sequence of biped walking phase. The contact phase
begins with foot’s landing on ground, and it can be sensed typically by
force sensors that are mounted on the sole or ankle of the foot. When a
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the landing force from the ground. For alleviating the landing force,
the PC is attached to modify the original walking trajectory (z2 ) to z1
by adding ∆zp c . Therefore, the robot takes the ground reaction force
into account, and it can make a contact with the ground more securely.
PO computes the energy flow using the landing force and the foot
position as follows:
W (k) = W (k − 1) + f1 (k)(z1 (k) − z1 (k − 1))
Wo (k + 1) = W (k) + f1 (k)(z2 (k + 1) − z1 (k))

Fig. 4.

Sequence of biped walking phases.

Fig. 5.

One-port network of robot’s foot with PO/PC.

walking trajectory is generated, it is usually expected that the contact
phase begins with the end of the single-support phase and ends with
the start of the double-support phase. However, it can begin during
the single-support phase because of the uncertainty of ground level
or the slight difference of two legs’ length in real implementation.
During the contact phase, the leg should absorb much of the force from
the ground surface, and accept some portions of the robot weight. After
controlling the landing force to stabilize the robot, the robot should be
able to keep walking according to original walking trajectory. The legs
support the weight of the robot and propel the robot’s body in the
double-support phase.
B. Landing Force Control
As shown in Fig. 5, the one-port network of the robot’s foot system
[Fig. 3(b)] can be divided into two parts, a foot position controller and
a planner for generating the walking trajectory. The figure shows the
overall network system of robot’s foot along with a passivity control.
The proposed time-domain passivity control consists of a passivity
observer (PO) and passivity controller (PC), which respectively
monitors and controls the input/output energy flow between the robot’s
foot and the ground. f (=f1 = f2 ) is the landing force, which can
be measured by the force sensors on the robot’s foot, z is the actual
height position of the robot’s foot, and ∆z is the difference between
two consecutive sampled data of z.
If the originally planned walking trajectory is employed, the robot’s
foot might get a big landing force from the ground in a very short time,
and it makes the one-port of the robot’s foot active. Thus, the modified
foot position (z1 ) is calculated from the originally planned trajectory
(z2 ), and the output of the PO/PC (∆zp c ). z2 is a planned height
position of walking trajectory from the planner without considering

(6)
(7)

where W (k) is the total energy output from 0 to k, and Wo (k + 1) is
the prediction of the one-step-ahead total energy output. The last term
of (7) is the estimation of the one-step-ahead energy output, which
is the output energy from k to k + 1. Note that the planned position
z2 (k + 1) is available at step k. If the PO can predict whether the
system at the next step will be passive or not at the current step k, the
PC can modify the desired position at the next step (k + 1) to make
the system passive. The PC absorbs exactly the net energy output, if
any, measured by the PO at each time sample. Using the PO (steps 4
and 5 described next), the following PC algorithm is developed for the
one-port robot’s foot.
1) f1 (k) = f2 (k) is the input.
2) ∆z1 (k) = z1 (k) − z1 (k − 1)
∆z2 (k + 1) = z2 (k + 1) − z1 (k).
3) ∆z2 (k) is the output of the one-port network.
4) W (k) = W (k − 1) + f1 (k)∆z1 (k) is the energy output at step
k.
5) Wo (k + 1) = W (k) + f1 (k)∆z2 (k + 1) is the prediction of
the energy at step k + 1.
6) The PC output for making the system passive is calculated as
follows:
 −W o (k + 1 )
, if Wo (k + 1) < 0
f 1 (k )
∆zp c =
0,
if Wo (k + 1) ≥ 0.
7) The stable boundary limits the PC output as follows:
∆zp c = ∆zp c

MAX ,

if ∆zp c > ∆zp c

MAX .

8) The modified desired height position [z1 (k + 1)] is calculated
from ∆z1 (k + 1) = ∆z2 (k + 1) + ∆zp c (k).
The stable boundary ∆zp c M A X , which considers robot’s state such
as size of a foot, weight of a leg, and walking speed, is used to restrict
the PC output, because a sudden big change of the foot’s position can
influence the robot’s stability. In step 7, a sudden change of the PC
output is limited so that zero moment point (ZMP) can stay within a
desired stable region during the landing force control [13].
This method can obtain the foot’s position to reduce the landing
force from simple computation without any knowledge of the system. Because PC injects the adaptive damping whenever net energy is
produced, it is also able to work properly in wide variety of operating
conditions. Moreover, the stability of the proposed force control system
can be guaranteed by passivity property.
C. Recover to the Original Trajectory
Once the stable landing is achieved, the robot’s walking trajectory
should be modified to follow the originally planned walking trajectory [27]. To solve the problem, a mass-concentrated robot model is
considered. The equation of motion in vertical direction is expressed
as follows:
m(z̈G + g) = f
z̈G =

f
−g
m

(8)
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Fig. 7.

Time-domain passivity control system of HanSaRam-VII.

Fig. 8.

Foot’s height position trajectories without landing force control.

Fig. 6. Small-sized humanoid robot: HanSaRam-VII. (a) HanSaRam-VII.
(b) Configuration.

where zG is the COG relative to the global coordinate system in the
z-axis, m is the total mass of the robot, and g is the acceleration of
gravity. In sampled time system, (8) becomes


f (k)
− g T2
(9)
∆zG (k + 1) = ∆zG (k) +
m
with
∆zG (k) ≡ zG (k) − zG (k − 1)
where T is the sampling time. In order to recover the COG to the
desired position, an error compensation is added as follows:


f (k)
− g T2
∆zG (k + 1) = ∆zG (k) +
m
+ K∆re f zG (k) + D∆2 re f zG (k)

(10)

with
∆re f zG (k) ≡ zGre f (k) − zG (k)
∆2 re f zG (k) ≡ ∆re f zG (k) − ∆re f zG (k − 1)
zGre f

where
is a reference value, and K and D are the proportional and
the differential gain, respectively.
After the stable landing, the force f is equal to the weight of the
robot (mg), and also it means z̈G = 0. As a result, the motion to follow
the original trajectory can be obtained as follows:
∆zG (k + 1) = ∆zG (k) + K∆re f zG (k) + D∆2 re f zG (k).

(11)

In this stage, PO is also reset to prepare the next observation.

legs are controlled by potential difference (PD) control to follow the desired trajectory that is calculated in the walking trajectory planner. Kp
and Kd are coefficients of the PD controller, and ∆ represents a difference operation between two consecutive sampled data. A low-pass filter
(LPF) is used to get reliable force value, because the measured value
from FSR sensors have high-frequency noises. If landing moment is
detected from FSR sensors, the robot’s leg will be in the contact phase,
and then, immediately, the PO/PC compensates for the landing force.
This computed position is added to the originally planned foot’s position, which is used for inverse kinematics. PD controller controls the
motors in low level to follow the modified position.

V. EXPERIMENTS
A. Experimental System Description

B. Experimental Results

Fig. 6 shows the small-sized humanoid robot, HanSaRam-VII. Its
height and weight are 50 cm and 5.3 kg, respectively. It has 27 DOFs,
and consists of 13 dc motors with harmonic drives for reduction gears in
the lower body and 16 RC servo motors (two servo motors in each hand
control, 1 DOF per hand) in the upper body. The onboard Pentium-IIIcompatible PC, running RT-Linux, calculates the walking trajectory
in real time. The walking trajectory is generated online through 3-D
inverted pendulum mode [28]. To measure forces on the foot, four force
sensing resistors (FSRs) are equipped on each foot’s sole.
The proposed time-domain passivity control is implemented as
shown in Fig. 7. During the swing and the support phases, the robot’s

Dynamic walking experiments were performed to verify the proposed time-domain passivity control approach. The results are compared with those using no landing force control and the damping control to absorb the landing force. In the experiments, the biped robot
walked with a speed of 5.3 cm/s and a step length of 4.0 cm. Doubleand single-support phases of a step were 0.15 and 0.60 s, respectively.
The contact phase started when the foot landed on ground surface. All
experimental results are plotted after the initial 2 s of operation, and
then, for 5 s thereafter.
1) Walking Experiments Without Landing Force Control: First, the
experiments were performed without landing force control. Fig. 8
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Fig. 11.

Switching function for the damping control method.

Fig. 12.

Foot’s height position trajectories by the damping control method.

Force (f ) without landing force control.

ative, and the robot’s foot is no longer passive. It means that the robot
might be unstable due to this active energy output from the foot system.
2) Walking Experiments by the Damping Control Method: In the
second experiments, the controller made the robot shorten the contacting legs when the huge landing force was detected as [14]
∆żd = σ(f )v + (1 − σ(f ))(−ω ∆zd )
Fig. 10.

Energy (W ) without landing force control.

shows the foot’s height position trajectories, which was the output of
the walking pattern generator without considering landing force. The
foot’s position is plotted in global coordinate frame so that the position
0 means the ground surface level. When robot’s foot was landing, there
was a big landing force, as shown in Fig. 9. The maximum value of the
left foot’s force was 62.84 N, and it was 1.21 times the robot’s weight.
This force caused “double contacts” of the foot. Even after the robot’s
foot landed on the ground, it was bounced back from the ground instantaneously due to the big landing force such that it disturbed stable
dynamic walking. The repulsive force accelerated robot’s COG, and
made the robot to hop poundingly. During the support phase, there were
two large peaks at the start and end of supporting time. The first peak
was caused by the foot’s landing at the beginning of the double-support
phase, and the second peak came from the another foot’s landing at the
start of the next double supporting phase. It should be noted that two
force plots are different because the mass distribution was asymmetric
in the real robot. Fig. 10 shows the input energy from the one-port
robot’s foot. When the foot kicks the surface, the energy becomes neg-

(12)

where ∆zd is the modification of the foot height and f is the landing
force. The control mode was switched by the function of σ(f ) (Fig. 11).
In the experiments, v and ω were selected as 15 and 32, respectively.
Fig. 12 shows that the foot was moved a little bit upward to absorb
the landing force. The modification of the foot’s position is plotted in
Fig. 13. Fig. 14 indicates that the landing force was reduced relatively
in comparison with the previous result. The maximum peak value of
the right foot’s force at landing was 20.45 N. But, from the energy
viewpoint, it is not enough to meet the passive condition, as shown
in Fig. 15. The control system was still active. Though the damping
control method could reduce the force somewhat, it was too difficult
to obtain a reasonable control parameters [v, ω, and σ(f )] for the
experiments. For example, if ω was increased to move the foot more
upward for absorbing landing force, the robot could not walk due to
the leg’s big motion. However, when ω was selected to be of lower
value to walk, the landing force could not be reduced as much as it was
desired. In addition to that, if this fixed damping control is employed in
the different environment such as different walking speed or different
foot’s height, the parameters should be changed or regulated properly
according to the environment, in order to work well.
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Fig. 13.
method.

Fig. 14.

Fig. 15.
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Modification of the foot’s position (∆zd ) by the damping control

Fig. 16.

Foot’s height position (∆z1 ) trajectories by the PO/PC method.

Fig. 17.

Output of PO/PC (∆zp c ) by the PO/PC method.

Force (f ) by the damping control method.

Energy (W ) by the damping control method.

3) Walking Experiments by the PO/PC Method: Figs. 16–19 show
the results when the proposed time-domain passivity approach was
applied. Figs. 16 and 17 show the foot’s height position (z1 ) trajectories
by the proposed passivity method and the output of the PO/PC (∆zp c ),
respectively.
Foot was slightly moved upward on each landing time, since the PC
modified the desired foot position to satisfy the passivity condition, and
the output of the PO/PC was varied according to its energy. Compared
with the damping control method that used fixed parameters, the proposed control showed better performance. Since the adaptive damping
element is injected by the PO/PC, it can be used in wide dynamic environment range. As shown in Fig. 18, the foot landed on the ground
surface without impact forces, because the PC immediately absorbed
them. There was no presence of “double contact” any more. Fig. 19
shows the robot system’s energy while walking. Due to the bigger
force than the value that PO initially estimated, the system could not
be passive at the landing time. But the system was controlled to satisfy
the passivity condition by five steps (25 ms), and the figure shows the
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Fig. 20.

Fig. 18.

Force (f ) by the PO/PC method.

ZMP trajectories.

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a new method to compensate for the landing
force of a humanoid robot. For the use of the time-domain passivity
approach, the ground and the robot’s foot were modeled as two one-port
network systems, which were connected, and exchanged energy with
each other. Time-domain passivity control, which has the landing force
as an input and foot’s height position as an output, was implemented.
The proposed control algorithm does not require complex dynamic
equations and parameter adjustment for control scheme. The damping
element in the proposed method can also be adaptively adjusted so that
it can be used in the dynamic environment. Moreover, the stability of
the force control system can be obtained by passivity property. The
effectiveness of the proposed method was demonstrated by carrying
out real experiments with the developed small-sized humanoid robot,
HanSaRam-VII.
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Fig. 19.

Energy (W ) by the PO/PC method.
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